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page Share. Top Bottom. Post threadâ€¦. Get free, customized ideas to outsmart competitors
and take your search marketing results to the next level with Alexa's Site Overview tool.
Discover even more ideas with a free trial of Alexa's Advanced Plan. You'll find the tools you
need to drive more traffic, including:. These are customized keyword recommendations this site
could target to drive more traffic. Keyword Gaps Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but
not to this site. Easy-to-Rank Keywords Popular keywords within this site's competitive power.
Buyer Keywords Keywords that show a high purchase intent. Optimization Opportunities Very
popular keywords already driving some traffic to this site. Topics that this site and its
competitors published articles on that were mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts. The
competitors list can be found next to the search input field above. These metrics show how this
site compares to its competitors. The average search traffic percentage for this site's
competitors. The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Sites that share the same
visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. A relative
level of audience overlap between this site and similar sites. A site with a higher score shows
higher audience overlap than a site with lower score. Alexa Rank is an estimate of this site's
popularity. The rank is calculated using a combination of average daily visitors to this site and
pageviews on this site over the past 3 months. The site with the highest combination of visitors
and pageviews is ranked 1. This chart shows the Alexa Rank trend for this site over a trailing 90
day period. Improve results from search and content marketing. Use Alexa's keyword research
tools to:. This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. If competitors are gaining
traffic from the keyword, this may be a good investment opportunity. An estimate of the traffic
that competitors are getting for this keyword. The score is based on the popularity of the
keyword, and how well competitors rank for it. The score ranges from 1 least traffic to most
traffic. An estimate of how frequently this keyword is searched across all search engines. The
score ranges from 1 least popular to most popular. Boost traffic by filling gaps. An estimate of
how relevant a keyword is to this site. The score is based on the keyword's relevance to other
keywords that currently drive traffic to this site. The score ranges from 1 least relevant to most
relevant. How to find easy keywords. An estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly for this
keyword in organic search. The score ranges from 1 least competition to most competition.
Optimizing for buyer keywords. Growing traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than
trying to rank for brand new keywords. Improving existing content. A competitor keyword
analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify your content
marketing and SEO strategy. Benchmark and track your performance relative to your
competitors. Alexa's competitive analysis tools help you identify competitor strengths and
weaknesses you can leverage to get the edge. Use these to compare website traffic against
competitors, find gaps in your content and SEO strategy, or find sites that share an audience.
How to increase search traffic. Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be
used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Also referred to as 'Sites Linking In', this is
the number of sites linking to jkforum. An estimate of this site's popularity. Updated Daily.

Competition exists in all industries. But how do you get ahead of the competition when they are
working to do the same? Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Sign
up for one of our pro plans to certify your site and access:. These site traffic metrics are based
on directly-measured data from the Alexa Certify Code installed by the site owner on the
website. In global internet traffic and engagement over the past 90 days. Improving your Alexa
Rank. Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the
world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. Start free trial for all social. Start free
trial for all link. Start free trial for all direct. Get access to more tools with a free day trial of
Alexa's Advanced plan. Install the Alexa Browser Extension to get free competitive intelligence
about millions of websites while you browse the web. Welcome to Alexa's Site Overview Enter a
site above to get started. Overview Find, Reach, and Convert Your Audience Get free,
customized ideas to outsmart competitors and take your search marketing results to the next
level with Alexa's Site Overview tool. You'll find the tools you need to drive more traffic,
including: Keyword research Competitive analysis Content and SEO audits Audience analysis
Website traffic statistics Start Your Free Trial Keyword opportunities breakdown Keyword
Opportunities Breakdown These are customized keyword recommendations this site could
target to drive more traffic. Keyword Gaps. Keyword Opportunities Breakdown These are
customized keyword recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Top industry
topics by social Engagement Top Industry Topics by Social Engagement Topics that this site
and its competitors published articles on that were mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts.
Comparison metrics Comparison Metrics These metrics show how this site compares to its
competitors. Comparison Metrics These metrics show how this site compares to its
competitors. Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this site. Search
Traffic Competitor Average The average search traffic percentage for this site's competitors.
Bounce rate Percentage of visits to the site that consist of a single pageview. Bounce rate
Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. This site. Competitor
Average The average search traffic percentage for this site's competitors. Competitor Average
The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Top Keywords by traffic Top Keywords by
Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Top Keywords by Traffic Top
organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Search Traffic. Search Traffic Search Traffic
The percentage of organic search referrals to this site that come from this keyword. Similar
Sites by Audience Overlap Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that share the same visitors
and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. How to use similar
sites. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that share the same visitors and search keywords
with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. Similar sites. Alexa Rank. Daily Time on
Site Average time in minutes and seconds that a visitor spends on this site each day. This site
ranks:. Daily Time on Site Daily Time on Site Average time in minutes and seconds that a visitor
spends on this site each day. Drive More Traffic Improve results from search and content
marketing. Keyword Gaps This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. Avg Traffic to
Competitors An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting for this keyword. Search
Popularity An estimate of how frequently this keyword is searched across all search engines.
Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but not to this site Keyword Gaps This site is not
gaining any traffic from these keywords. Traffic to Competitors Avg Traffic to Competitors An
estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting for this keyword. Search Popularity Search
Popularity An estimate of how frequently this keyword is searched across all search engines.
Traffic to Competitors. Start free trial for all Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords. Easy-to-Rank
Keywords This site does not rank for these popular keywords, but they could if they wanted to.
Relevance to this Site An estimate of how relevant a keyword is to this site. Popular keywords
within this site's competitive power Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these
popular keywords, but they could if they wanted to. Relevance to this site Relevance to this Site
An estimate of how relevant a keyword is to this site. Buyer Keywords. Buyer Keywords These
keywords include certain phrases commonly associated with purchases. Organic Competition
An estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Keywords
that show a high purchase intent Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain phrases
commonly associated with purchases. Organic Competition Organic Competition An estimate of
how difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Optimization Opportunities.
Optimization Opportunities Growing traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than
trying to rank for brand new keywords. Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. Very popular keywords already driving some
traffic to this site. Organic Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. How to Analyze Competitor Keywords A
competitor keyword analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify

your content marketing and SEO strategy. Outperform the Competition Benchmark and track
your performance relative to your competitors. Percentage overall site traffic from each
channel. Start free trial for all sources. Referral Sites. Sites by Referrals Ordered by how many
other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet.
About Sites Linking In. Sites by how many other sites drive traffic to them Sites by Referrals
Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's
reputation on the internet. Start free trial for all Referral Sites. Top Keywords. Search Traffic The
percentage of organic search referrals to this site that come from this keyword. Share of Voice
Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches for this keyword that sent traffic to this
website. Audience Overlap Similar sites that share the same visitors and search keywords with
this site. Alexa Rank A relative level of audience overlap between this site and similar sites.
Similar Sites to This Site. Alexa Rank Alexa Rank An estimate of this site's popularity. Start free
trial for all Similar Sites. Traffic and Performance Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's
traffic analysis tools. Alexa Rank Certified Certified Metrics These site traffic metrics are based
on directly-measured data from the Alexa Certify Code installed by the site owner on the
website. About certified metrics. Certified Metrics These site traffic metrics are based on
directly-measured data from the Alexa Certify Code installed by the site owner on the website.
Audience Geography Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across
millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases.
About estimated metrics. Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across
millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases.
United States. Start free trial for all Visitors by Country. Site Metrics Estimate Estimated Metrics
Estimates are based on traffic patterns ac
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ross millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for
biases. Engagement Past 90 Days. Traffic Sources Past 30 Days. Start free trial for all Traffic
Sources. Site Flow Past 60 Days. Visited just before Visited just before Sites that people visited
immediately before this one. Visited just before Sites that people visited immediately before this
one. Visited right after Visited right after Sites that people visited immediately after this one.
Visited right after Sites that people visited immediately after this one. Calculating Sites Linking
In. Total Sites Linking In Sites that link to this site, recalculated weekly. Start free trial for all
Sites Linking In. Recurring Site Audits give you an action plan to keep your site fully optimized
for search. Audience Analysis Tools identify the sites and topics your audience cares about
most. Backlink Analysis Tools identify link building and partnership opportunities to help grow
your authority and traffic.

